
Herzberg HG-5029:3 in 1 800W Stand Mixer With Planetary Beating Action

3-in-1 Multifunctional Stand Mixer: Mixer, Blender, and Meat Grinder combo. Food-grade, high-quality
materials, powerful motor, planetary rotation, LED control panel, overheat protection.

Manufacturer: Herzberg Cooking
Reference:HG-5029
Options:
Color : Black, Gray

Product Description and Specification
The Herzberg HG-5029:3 in 1  800W Stand Mixer is high quality and elegant looking multifunctional stand mixer. It has a 3
in 1 design that remarkably caters all your kitchen needs.  This is a combination of a stand mixer, meat grinder, and glass
blender all in one unit. Ideal for everyday kitchen food preparation, this multi-functional device is also perfect in small
spaces.  The stand mixer has a powerful 800W (1000W max power) that has a large stainless steel bowl and detachable
transparent splatter shield that makes it even easier for kneading dough without a mess. Along with this mixer would be 4
high-quality accessories; A kneading dough hook is a design for mixing and kneading dough that achieves excellent power, a
Y-stirrer beater is for creating perfectly mixed food viscosity, a balloon whisk is a design for whipped cream, frosting, and
whisking. and beater disc is designed to cream butter, sugar, and eggs and provides great mixing performance for more
thorough ingredient preparation. The glass blender is completely detachable, made from a food-grade tempered glass perfect
for making fruit juices. The meat grinder has 3 cutting disk to create a different kind of grind meat for a preferred dish
creation.  This device has a  LED illuminated rotating switch knob control with 10-speed setting &  pulse speed.  Powerful
for nearly any task or recipe, from cakes to creams, to fruit juices to minced meat or just by adding ingredients together, the
device will conveniently make your food preparation with ease. 



 

 

 

 

Features:

3 in 1 Multifunctional stand mixer Stand Mixer, Blender & Meat Grinder combo All materials are food grade and high
quality Powerful motor makes the mixing thoroughly and easily Planetary rotation make sure the ingredients are evenly
mixed Mixing container with graduation and filling opening Stainless steel bowl with a splash guard Splash guard has an
open hole for adding ingredients Slantwise & efficient with planetary mixing action Tilt-back head for easy access and
changing attachment Easy to replace meat grinder's cutting dice Meat grinder has a food-grade push bar Meat grinder has 3
cutting disks  Convenient LED light control panel Rotating control knob with 10-speed adjustment & pulse Multifunction
arm swivels 35 ° Unlocking mechanism for the multi-function arm. Stable with anti-slip design suction feet Removable
accessories and easy to clean Kneading hook is stainless steel material for dough Y-Stirrer beater has an aluminum Teflon 
coating for cream Ballon whisk is stainless steel for egg whites Beater disk for light creams With overheat & overload
protection

 

 

 

Specifications: 

Brandname: Herzberg Color: Red, Black, Grey, Blue Body Materials:  ABS & Stainless Steel Blender Material: Glass Bowl
Material: Brush Stainless Steel Mixer Attachment: 4 types Meat Grinder Blade: 4 kinds  Power supply:20-240 V~ 50 Hz
Power consumption: 800 W (1000W max power) Speed: 10 Speed Control: Rotating knob Blender Capacity: 1.7L  Bowl
Capacity: 5 L Motor Capacity: 1-1.2 kg Protection class: II Short time operation: 10 minutes Net weight: 6.4 kg 

 

 

EAN : 5836254106671

ISBN : 8509400000

Weight : 7.50 Kg

Volume : 0.06233 m3

(L x l x H) : 53.00 cm x 28.00 cm x 42.00 cm

Box 1  units

Pallet 22  (Units)

Box dimensions 53cm x 28 cm x 42 cm

Link to the product

https://www.msy.be/herzberg-hg50293-in-800w-stand-mixer-with-planetary-beating-action-xml-243-3801.html

